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Marking the centenary of the October Revolution, I am publishing translations of three articles from "Argumenty i
Fakty".The second article in a series of two from , taking a look at how the Western funds invested into the revolution got
repaid.

Struve Putsch 21â€”25 September Staufen Baden Mutiny 9 May â€” 23 July His reign brought liberal
reforms in constitutional, civil and criminal law, and in education. In Baden joined the Prussian Customs
Union. Baden was the first state in Germany to have popular unrest, despite the liberal reforms. After the news
of the February Days in Paris reached Baden, there were several unorganized instances of peasants burning the
mansions of local aristocrats and threatening them. The March Revolution in Vienna was a catalyst to
revolution throughout the German states. Popular demands were made for an elected representative
government and for the unification of Germany. Fear on the part of the princes and rulers of the various
German states caused them to concede in the demand for reform. They approved a preparliament, which was
convened from March 31, , until April 4, , in St. On April 8, , a law allowing universal suffrage and an indirect
two-stage voting system was agreed to by the assembly. Karl Mathy , a right-center journalist, was among
those elected as deputy to the Frankfurt National Assembly. Fearing greater riots, the Baden government
began to increase the size of its army and to seek assistance from neighboring states. A full-scale uprising
broke out on April 12, In May , a resurgence of revolutionary activity occurred in Baden. As this was closely
connected to the uprising in the German Palatinate , it is described below, in the section titled, "The Palatinate.
Elberfeld uprising and Palatine uprising When the revolutionary upsurge revived in the spring of , the
uprisings started in Elberfeld in the Rhineland on May 6, The uprising in Baden and the Palatinate took place
largely in the Rhine Valley along their mutual border, and are considered aspects of the same movement. In
Baden conditions for the provisional government were ideal: The army strongly supported the demands for a
constitution; [19] the state had amply supplied arsenals, and a full exchequer. The Palatinate did not have the
same conditions. When the insurrectionary government took over in the Palatinate, they did not find a fully
organized state or a full exchequer. France banned sales and export of arms to either Baden or the Palatinate.
Hermann von Natzmer was the former Prussian officer who had been in charge of the arsenal of Berlin.
Refusing to shoot insurgent forces who stormed the arsenal on June 14, , Natzmer became a hero to insurgents
across Germany. Gustav Adolph Techow , a former Prussian officer, also joined Palatinate forces. Franz Sigel
, a second lieutenant in the Baden army, a democrat and a supporter of the provisional government, developed
a plan to protect the reform movement in Karlsruhe and the Palatinate. Sigel failed to account for dealing with
the separate Town of Frankfurt, the home of the Frankfurt Assembly, in order to establish an All-German
character to the military campaign for the German constitution. The uprising in Karlsruhe and the state of
Baden was eventually suppressed by the Bavarian Army. Lorenz Peter Brentano , a lawyer and democrat from
Baden, headed its government, [31] wielding absolute power. They did not coordinate well. For example,
Mieroslawski decided to abolish the long-standing toll on the Mannheim-Ludwigshaven bridge over the Rhine
River. He and his troops were forced to retreat across the mountains of southern Baden, where they fought a
last battle against the Prussians in the town of Murg, on the frontier between Baden and Switzerland.
Frederick Engels took part in the uprising in Baden and the Palatinate. On May 10, , he and Karl Marx
traveled from Cologne , Germany, to observe the events of the region. He wanted to provide Marx with the
mandate to attend the meeting in his place. Marx obtained the mandate and headed off to Paris. He was also a
member of the Communist League and supported revolutionary change in Germany. The Prussians defeated
this revolutionary army, and the survivors of Willichs Corps crossed over the frontier into the safety of
Switzerland. Engels did not reach Switzerland until July 25, He sent word of his survival to Marx and friends
and comrades in London , England. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. March Learn how and when to remove this template message In March , crowds of people gathered
in Berlin to present their demands in an "address to the king". He promised that "Prussia was to be merged
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forthwith into Germany. On March 18, a large demonstration occurred. After two shots were fired, fearing that
some of the 20, soldiers would be used against them, demonstrators erected barricades, and a battle ensued
until troops were ordered 13 hours later to retreat, leaving hundreds dead. Afterwards, Frederick William
attempted to reassure the public that he would proceed with reorganizing his government. The King also
approved arming the citizens. On March 21, the King proceeded through the streets of Berlin to attend a mass
funeral at the Friedrichshain cemetery for the civilian victims of the uprising. He and his ministers and
generals wore the revolutionary tricolor of black, red, and gold. Polish prisoners, who had been jailed for
planning a rebellion in formerly Polish territories now ruled by Prussia, were liberated and paraded through
the city to the acclaim of the people. The persons killed during the riots were laid out on catafalques on the
Gendarmenmarkt. Some 40, people accompanied these fallen demonstrators to their burial place at
Friedrichshain. The deputies consisted of government officials, 95 judges, 81 lawyers, teachers, 17
manufacturers and wholesale dealers, 15 physicians, and 40 landowners. The one working-class member was
Polish and, like colleagues from the Tyrol, not taken seriously. Starting on May 18, , the Frankfurt Assembly
worked to find ways to unite the various German states and to write a constitution. They set about the task of
writing a constitution "by agreement with the Crown. This constitution took effect on December 5, This
legislature was composed of a Herrenhaus and a Landtag. Otto von Bismarck was elected to the first Landtag
elected under the new monarchical constitution. Saxony[ edit ] The May uprising in Dresden In Dresden , the
capital of the Kingdom of Saxony , the people took to the streets asking King Frederick Augustus II of Saxony
to engage in electoral reform, social justice and for a constitution. Later during the May Uprising in Dresden
from May 3â€”9, , he supported the provisional government. He spent a number of years in exile abroad, in
Switzerland, Italy, and Paris. Finally the government lifted its ban against him and he returned to Germany.
Since the revolutionary events of , Saxony had been ruled as a constitutional monarchy with a two-chamber
legislature and an accountable ministry. This constitution continued to serve as the basis of the Saxon
government until The Revolution of brought more popular reforms in the government of Saxony. They landed
in Galveston, Texas and created what became the German Texan community. In mid-century, some lived in
cities, but many developed substantial farms to the west in Texas. His rule established social, administrative
and legislative measures taken that broke up the feudal rule that the clergy and the nobility had exercised over
the area previously. With nearby sources of coal in the Mark, and access via the Rhine to the North Sea, the
west bank of the Rhine in the Rhineland became the premier industrial area in Germany in the 19th century.
While in other German states the liberal petty bourgeoisie led the uprisings of , in the Rhineland the proletariat
was asserting its interests openly against the bourgeoisie as early as But, following the defeat of Napoleon in ,
Prussia took over the west bank of the Rhineland. Its government treated the Rhinelanders as subjects and
alien peoples, and it began to reinstate the hated feudal structures. The Rhinelanders took careful note of the
announcement by King Frederick William IV on March 18, in Berlin that a United Diet would be formed and
that other democratic reforms would be instituted. The elections were conducted on the basis of universal male
suffrage, and they were to choose the members of the United Diet. Rhinelanders remained hopeful regarding
this progress and did not participate in the early round of uprisings that were occurring in other parts of
Germany. The Prussian government mistook this quietude in the Rhineland for loyalty to the autocratic
Prussian government. The Prussian government began offering military assistance to other states in
suppressing the revolts in their territories and cities, i. Soon the Prussians discovered that they needed
additional troops in this effort. Taking the loyalty of the Rhineland for granted, in the spring of the Prussian
government called up a large portion of the army reserveâ€”the Landwehr in Westphalia and the Rhineland. In
the town of Elberfeld, the uprising showed strength and persistence, as 15, workers took to the streets and
erected barricades; they confronted the Prussian troops sent to suppress the unrest and to collect a quota of
Landwehr conscripts. The awakened working classes were pursuing their goals with single-minded
determination. Citizen-military forces paramilitary organized to support the uprising. As noted above under
the heading on "The Palatinate" Frederick Engels was active in the uprising in Elberfeld from May 11, until
the end of the revolt. On May 10, , he was in Solingen and making his way toward Elberfeld. The upper
bourgeoisie were frightened by the armed working classes taking to the streets. They began to separate
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themselves from the movement for constitutional reform and the Committee of Public Safety, describing the
leaders as bloodthirsty terrorists. Rather than working to organize and direct the various factions of protests,
they began to draw back from the revolutionary movement, especially the destruction of property. The
Committee of Public Safety tried to calm the reformist movement and quell the demonstrations. On February
9, conservatives came out onto the streets in protest. This February 9, demonstration was the first in that
revolutionary year. It was an exception among the wave of liberal protests. The conservatives wanted to be rid
of Lola Montez, and had no other political agenda. Liberal students took advantage of the Lola Montez affair
to stress their demands for political change. Ludwig tried to institute a few minor reforms but they proved
insufficient to quell the storm of protests. In order to not become a slave, I became a lord.
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Join the revolution!.

Luckily for most postsecondary institutions, their team of instructional designers likely fits the bill. Visible
and invisible forces are demanding that traditional postsecondary institutions change to accommodate a brand
new world, a new reality, a different playing field in which the present and future contexts are dynamic and
unknowable. What we do know is that higher education is being persuaded to transform from a caterpillar into
an improvisational jazz quartet in order to serve multiple constituents, with varying values and conflicting
purposes. Some of the unfamiliar and dizzying array of new responsibilities higher education is asked to bear
include serving learners who will need to continually reinvent themselves throughout their lifetimes in order to
succeed in a global landscape. Post-secondary institutions are asked to develop new approaches to better serve
the new traditional learners, non-traditional students, and to develop new services and process that reflect and
anticipate their needs. They are directed to discover how to support an increasingly racially,
socioeconomically and academically diverse student population. Higher education is not just being told to
make education more affordable but to make a quality education affordable, scalable and global. They are
asked to contemplate unbundling, to develop innovative and profitable business models to overcome the
constraints on public funding and to compete with the diversity of profit- and non-profit-driven higher
education providers. On the one hand, they must learn how to leverage new technology for academic and
administrative purposes. On the other, they are asked to think differently about faculty roles; on the third hand,
to focus less on credit hours and more on competency, mastery, and assessment; and on the fourth hand, to
educate more Americans with 21st-century skills. Who is actually leading and implementing real and enduring
change in higher education? Often when we think of driving change, we imagine that our savior is the one
lone reform-minded chancellor or president who takes the reigns of an organization and tries to transform it by
persuasive speeches, reorganizations, adopting a series of new programs, implementing a research-based
technology, or partnering with international entities. While position descriptions do not define their role as
change agents, the individuals on the front lines of transforming higher education are instructional designers.
Instructional designers inspire faculty to reexamine long-held beliefs and practices. Instructional designers
embrace data as a tool to continuously improve teaching, learning, and course design. They spend hundreds of
hours over several months coaching, collaborating, and encouraging faculty, usually one-on-one, to explore
new and unfamiliar pedagogical territory. Their work is transformative not because they use cutting-edge
technology to deliver content; rather, it is that, step-by-step, they deconstruct traditional assumptions of what
constitutes quality learning, teaching and student support and, at the same time, they help to implement
effective models to take their place. They provide hands-on support to help faculty build a new portfolio of
knowledge and skills that can improve student learning, first in online environments and, later, transferring
those skills to on-campus courses. Their efforts are not only revolutionizing teaching and learning in higher
education, but they are also changing hearts and minds, the most critical elements in sustaining change. To
proactively implement effective strategies in response to seen and unseen forces demanding that higher
education re-conceptualize itself, colleges and universities must be equipped with an internal infrastructure of
change agents throughout all levels and segments of the organization. To build a profile reflective of the
characteristics change agents should possess, higher education leaders may need to look no further than the
instructional designers who are already engaged in an untelevised revolution.
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Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.'s trip through Aida's Framework continues to be a taut character study, with no small amount of
pointed political commentary thrown in for good measure. Things are starting to come to a head, but there will be some
real mixed emotions when the characters have to leave this HYDRA controlled world.

There may be other options and not everyone uses Microsoft Outlook. Your technology professional should be
able to assist you with the details. Agency Concerns If clients are texting staff members on their personal
phone, a number of issues come to my mind: What if your staff member is on vacation where their phone is
not functioning or they are just too busy to take care of the issue? What if your staff member is ill and not able
to pay attention to incoming messages on a real-time basis? What if the individual is actually no longer a staff
member? A number of people commented that it was seamless to attach an email, voicemail or other
documentation in their agency management system, but not so texts. Since it is difficult to manage the capture
of the text information, they want to ban receiving texts. We need to remember that capturing email
information in an agency management system was not always easy. Through communication with the various
agency management vendors from their user groups, the vendors enhanced their systems to handle email
attachments. From this grew the ability to easily attach various other attachments and we hope vendors will
create streamlined workflows for capturing texts as well, possibly as a part of their mobile apps. The initial
attachment functions were "clunky", but as time and technology have progressed, this function has become
more streamlined. It is not only your young clients that are engaging in this act. Texting eliminates telephone
tag, and results in an almost instant response. This is what many of us are programmed to want. Current "Best
Practices" I recommend you consider taking the following approach with regard to exiting: Do you want to be
relevant to your client base? If so, then you must embrace this technology. Set standards and best practices.
These really are no different than handling face-to-face conversations, phone calls, emails, etc. Be pro-active
and determine how to best receive texts at the agency level and educate your staff and clients. If your client
and someone in your agency are friends, inevitably there will be a text on a person phone. Define, train and
implement the process to get this moved to an agency level as quickly as possible. The biggest issue I believe
agencies have at this time is how to make this format work for them as seamlessly as possible. Forwarding
Texts to Email Here are some thoughts I have on this process that I have picked up from users who have
already addressed this issue: As soon as the initial text is received on a personal phone, forward it to your
business email address. Text a response back to the client from your business Outlook account. Some phones
will allow you to capture an entire text conversation. In this case it could be acceptable that the conversation
continue on that phone and then be captured and sent to the business email address for attachment into the
agency management system. This would be the best approach when the conversation is just a question and
answer session. It is important for everyone in the agency to learn how their specific phone works for text
forwarding: This approach creates an image of the entire text message and the picture can then be emailed to
your Outlook account. It is best to check the operating information for your specific phone for this function.
Sending Texts from Email Microsoft Outlook can be used as a tool to manage text messaging with your client.
There are several steps to setting up and implementing the use of Microsoft Outlook. However, like anything
else that you do, if you invest the time to research, implement and train a process, the rewards will be great.
Implementing an Agency Text Address I also recommend that the agency implement a way to receive text
messages directly. I understand from my tech friends that many VoiP phone systems can have a number set up
for receipt of text messages. I am also advised that this works differently with every system and that you will
need to work with your phone system provider to get this set up and implemented. Once set up, someone in
your agency will need to monitor this number during business hours so that the expected immediate response
can be managed. In the Settings section of your Google Voice account, you will find a place to show the email
address for Text Forwarding. When you receive these text messages, they should then be forwarded to the
Outlook email address of the individual in your agency who will be handling this client. Once the number is
set up, you should promote it to your clients, so that those who want to communicate in this manner can do so.
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When agency employees receive text messages on their phones, they should let that individual also know there
is a number that is attended during business hours and would get attention even when the employee is not
available. Finally, some important points about texting to keep in mind: If the client texted you, that is how
they would like to communicate, so at least your initial response should be in a text. If the client texted you,
they expect an immediate response as that is what the common expectation is with texting. This article reflects
the views of the author and should not be construed as an official statement by ACT.
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Background[ edit ] Washington became convinced that well-organized intelligence was a necessity after
several intelligence failures, including the capture and execution of Nathan Hale. Before Howe moved from
Staten Island, Washington received information of varying utility from individual agents such as Lawrence
Mascoll, who obtained some intelligence on Staten Island before August Washington soon directly asked
Tallmadge to recruit people who could be trusted to collect intelligence in New York City. He was
communicating directly with Tallmadge as early as October 22 about setting up a network with Woodhull and
Brewster. If she hung a black petticoat on her clothesline, it meant that Brewster had arrived in town in his
whaleboat. Next to that, she would hang a quantity of white handkerchiefs to indicate which of the six hiding
places he was in. Woodhull used her signals to meet Brewster or to drop messages at one of the meeting
places. In a January report received by Washington in early February, Brewster sent some information about
naval matters and boat building at New York City and warned that Loyalists were outfitting privateers for
operations on Long Island Sound. In order to secure parole, he told British officers on June 5 that Woodhull
was up to something dubious. Floyd was married to a member of the Woodhull family. He also had access to
British officers through several channels, including his own tailoring business. He wrote a society column in a
Loyalist newspaper, and he owned an interest in a coffeehouse with Loyalist newspaper owner James
Rivington , who also was a secret member of the Ring. Townsend would pass intelligence to a
courierâ€”initially Hawkins, then Hawkins and Roe, and exclusively Roe after September â€”who would take
it to Setauket and pass it to Woodhull, usually via dead drop in a box hidden in a field which Roe rented from
Woodhull. His role was reduced between April and July, when Tallmadge assigned a code number to Roe in
his code directory but not to Hawkins. Townsend was recruited by Woodhull and was especially insistent that
his identity not be revealed, although Austin Roe and Jonas Hawkins needed to know him. Among the
techniques that the Ring used to relay information were coded messages published in newspapers and invisible
ink, [62] called a sympathetic stain , to write between the lines of what appeared to be typical letters.
Woodhull used the codes 10 New York , 30 and 40 Post Riders , and 20 Setauket in his first letter of
correspondence. By July , he had completed pocket dictionaries with lists of verbs, nouns, people, and places
with their corresponding code number. These dictionaries were given to General Washington, Woodhull,
Townsend, and Tallmadge himself, to ensure that it did not get into enemy hands. The code book was a way
that Washington made sure that the Culper Ring spies had more support and operated in greater secrecy than
previous Continental spies, perhaps with Nathan Hale in mind. Tallmadge, Woodhull, and Townsend were
given code names and code numbers, along with Washington, Brewster, Roe, and Rivington. Townsend
ceased his activities for a time for fear that he, also, would be discovered. The letter also provides evidence
that the Culper ring operated in Drowned Meadow beyond Setauket and Oyster Bay, as previously believed.
The letter is housed in the William L. Clements library at the University of Michigan, where it was discovered
by a former resident of Port Jefferson researching the Culper Ring. Historian Morton Pennypacker reviewed
the letters and noticed that the handwriting in letters from the trunk, written by Robert Townsend, was similar
to handwriting in letters written by "Samuel Culper, Jr. The Last Man featured a modern Culper agent
identified as "".
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The second article in a series of two from The article is by a reputable historian and writer Nikolai Starikov.
Having declaring war on global capital, once in power, Lenin and Trotsky gave up enormous resources to the
mercy of their enemies. In the previous atricle we told about the adventures Vladimir Lenin and his comrades
experienced 95 years ago note: The Civil war was barely over, when the young Soviet government started
showing serious interest in the production of the yellow metal. The very same, whose workers were shot in
cold blood in , when they were protesting against low wages. The famous Lena massacre gave at that time the
Bolsheviks an excuse to denounce the autocratic rule in Russia. The area of the concession covered a huge
territory from Yakutia to the Urals, and the interests of the Western company now went far beyond gold. And
what did the country receive in return? Enormous wealth went overseas for virtually nothing. However, this
blatant robbery of the country lasted for a relatively short period of time. Swedish business Someone will
remark that the looting of the country was happening after the death of Lenin in January The debts for the
sponsorship of the revolutionaries were seemingly returned only by Trotsky, who in spring arrived to Russia
from New York with ten thousand dollars in his pocket? Volodarsky Moisey Goldstein and many others. In
reality, the Bolshevik government entered into the shady deals with the West also during the life of Lenin. The
volume of the order is staggering â€” 1, locomotives to the price of million gold roubles. Note that until then,
this firm could not afford a production of more than 40 locomotives per year. And then it was offered to make
a thousand! The order was distributed over 5 years: Why would the Soviet country, in dire need of railway
technology, want to buy them from this particular Swedish company and at highly inflated prices? Why would
she agreed to wait for the delivery for 5 years, instead of having to buy the right product cheaper and
immediately, but in a different place? Frolov proposed to investigate: The Putilov factory had been producing
more than locomotives per year before the war. Why not issue a credit to them? And Lenin indeed sorted out
the situation. The suspicious contract with the Swedes remained unchanged after the intervention of the leader.
So how did the Bolsheviks return the money to the foreign bankers? A good excuse was needed. Such as to
buy something in the West, for example those selfsame locomotives. Trotsky organizes the purchase, but
Lenin, it seems, is aware of the transaction and does not prevent it. Otherwise this doubtful contract would
have cost Trotsky his career. In fact, many documents confirm, that the Swedish banking system was used to
inject money for the revolution into Russia. And later it was also used to transfer money out. With him he had
crates full of money and jewellry. The value of the goods was estimated at million roubles. A Deal with the
Devil It is difficult to tell the exact number of contracts and concessions issued by the Soviet government to
the American firms at the beginning of the construction of a new state. The return of funds allocated for the
elimination of the Russian Empire, was obviously one of the agreements between the representatives of the
Western governments and the Bolsheviks. And both Lenin and Trotsky carefully observed this agreement.
However these new leaders did not meet the other Western hopes. Having been put at the helm of Russia to
completely ruin it and the initial aims of the West coincided with the revolutionary dreams of Lenin , Lenin
started instead to put the torn apart country back together. To build a strong and independent state which again
plays a key role in world politics. However, the leader of the proletarians did not have long left to live. I do
not exclude that the shot from SR member F. Kaplan, that precipitated his death, was a precautionary measure
on the part of his former foreign guardians, so that he would not be getting full of himself. Trotsky, perhaps,
was ready to continue to work for the West, but in Stalin sent him out, and then sent in pursuit an assassin R.
Mercader, with an ice pick. As we know, no deal with the devil goes without repercussions. This entry was
posted in Russia and tagged history , revolution by Stanislav.
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Was Lenin a Spy for Germany? The first article in a series of two from The article is by a reputable historian
and writer Nikolai Starikov. This trip that changed the course of the world history, still raises many questions.
In the spring of Germany was at war with Russia, and it would have benefited Germans to drop at the heart of
the enemy a handful of Bolsheviks who preached the defeat of their government in the imperialist war. And
would, of course, immediately get a go-ahead. But reality was different. There were two ways to leave
Switzerland: Lenin initially selects the first option. On the 5th 18th March here and further the date in bracket
is according to the new style. Inessa Armand receives from him the following telegram: We are dreaming
about the tripâ€¦ I would love to give You an assignment in England to learn quietly and surely, if I could pass
through. I shake your hand. Between the 2nd 15th and 6th 19th of March of , Lenin telegraphs to his colleague
Ganetsky in Stockholm, presenting a different plan: While on March the 6th, in a letter to V. The first mention
of Germany as a route appears in a telegram to Karpinsku from Lenin on the 7th 20th of March â€” on the 4th
day of the search for options. But soon he confesses in a letter to I. Otherwise there would initially be no
difficulties with his delivery to Russia. The Germans did not expect a successful February revolution, they did
not expect any revolution at all! Because, apparently, they were not preparing any revolution. Then who
prepared the February of ? For me the answer is obvious: It is their agents who brought first the workers and
then the soldiers out on the streets of Petrograd, while the British and French ambassadors were in charge of
these events. It happened unexpectedly, not only for the Germans, but also for the Bolsheviks. But so as to
bring the revolutionary process to fulfilment i. And the Germans agreed to that. General Erich Ludendorff
wrote in his memoirs: From a military point of view his journey through Germany had its justification: Russia
had to collapse into the abyss. And later, also to her: The Americans provided the necessary for Russian
radicals money indirectly, through the selfsame Germans and Swedes , while the British provided the
non-interference from the Provisional Government, which they controlled. In Stockholm â€” where Lenin and
his companions arrived after a long journey by train through Germany, and then by a ferry to Sweden â€” they
easily got a group visa to Russia at the Russian Consulate. Moreover, the Provisional Government even paid
for their tickets home from Stockholm! The revolutionaries were met by a guard of honour at the Finland
railway station in Petrograd on the 3rd 16th of April. Lenin gave a speech, which concluded with the words:
However, upon arrival to Canada, he and several of his associates were briefly taken ashore. But soon they
were allowed to continue â€” at the request of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Provisional Government,
Pavel Miliukov. During the arrest, by the way, it turned out that Trotsky was a U. Additionally, ten thousand
dollars were found in his possession â€” a huge amount at that time, which he could hardly have earned only
from the fees for newspaper articles. If that, however, was money for the Russian revolution, then it was only
a negligible part. Principal amounts from the American bankers were transferred to the correct accounts of
verified people. This was nothing new for Schiff and other financiers of the United States. They allocated
funds to the Social Revolutionaries and the Social Democrats in , and also helped those who prepared the
February. By the way, in the case of Trotsky, this assistance was almost a family affair: This entry was posted
in Russia and tagged history , revolution by Stanislav.
7: Agents of the 3D Revolution â€“ Promoting 3D Printing in South Africa - 3D Printing Industry
Agents of the Revolution: New Biographical Approaches to the History of International Communism in the Age of Lenin
and Stalin by Kevin Morgan Using Comintern archives, oral interviews and a wide range of other sources, this collection
presents a sample of some of the exciting new work currently being produced in the field of communist biography.
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9: Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. Review: The Revolution Will Be Televised â€“ Oohlo
The Revolution Factory is an global innovation firm that helps members identify the best options for change in their
organizations. But making innovation a reality at an established company takes a certain set of skills.
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